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ABSTRACT
The area of search as learning is concerned with the optimization
of search systems (that is, retrieval functions, user interface ele-
ments, etc.) for human learning—this is in contrast to the currently
dominant paradigm of optimizing the search experience by optimiz-
ing for relevance. While prior work typically considers learning as
something that happens at some point during the search session, we
are interested in when during the search session learning occurs. In
order to answer this question, we here present the results of a user
study (N = 64) in which searchers were tasked with learning about
a topic by searching the web for 20 minutes; they were prompted
at regular intervals during the search session on their knowledge
about the topic. We �nd that for study participants with little to
no prior knowledge the learning gains are sublinear, while partici-
pants with some prior knowledge have the largest knowledge gains
towards the end of the search session.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The seminal paper of Marchionini [19] de�nes “learning searches”
as search activities whose ultimate goal is human learning. Those
searches are typically iterative and (in contrast to some other types
of searches) require the user to scan, read and process a large
number of documents. With the—by now—omnipresent use of the
web for learning purposes [2, 21, 24] the need for search systems
that are designed for human learning is great. Despite several recent
initiatives in the search as learning area [6, 13], we are still a long
way from solving this issue, as evident in the many remaining
research challenges [23, 28].

While di�erent aspects of search as learning have been consid-
ered, the setup to explicitly measure learning—which requires lab
studies and is in contrast to large-scale query log analyses [10]
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that have to make assumptions about the amount of learning tak-
ing place—typically looks as follows: a pre-test is administered to
study participants to determine their knowledge levels, and after
the search episode a post-test is similarly administered such that
the di�erence in knowledge can be calculated.

While this approach to measure learning tells us that during the
search session learning occurred, we still do not know at what point
of the search session this was. We lack insights into when learning
occurs and whether this di�ers among di�erent types of users (e.g.
those without prior knowledge and those with prior knowledge).

In this work we explore the question of how the knowledge gain
of users develops over the time of a search sessionwith a lab study con-
ductedwith 64 study participants.We administer regular knowledge
tests during the search session and �nd that for study participants
with little to no prior knowledge the learning gains are sub-linear,
while participants with some prior knowledge have the largest
knowledge gains towards the end of the search session. In terms of
observable search behaviours and their use as proxies for learning,
we �nd the number of submitted queries and the document dwell
time to be the most predictive ones for learning—in line with prior
works [7, 10, 31].

2 RELATEDWORK
Past work in the area of search as learning has focused on the
optimization of retrieval functions for human learning [26, 27], ob-
servational studies of how users employ search engines for learning-
oriented searches [4, 10, 16, 18], di�erent types of users (e.g., experts
vs. novices) and their search behaviours [1, 10], di�erent types of
learning setups (e.g., search only vs. search plus designed learning
materials [20]), learning in speci�c domains (e.g., health [5]) and
the development of metrics and techniques to quantify open-ended
learning [17, 30].

In terms of scalable behavioural metrics as proxies for measuring
knowledge gain across a search session, the document dwell time
has been found to be a good indicator for learning [7, 10] as well as
the number of SERP clicks [7] and the number of unique domains
present among the top-ranked search results [10]. Recently, Yu
et al. [31] conducted a large-sale study of about 70 search-based
features as predictors of learning and found them to be only weakly
correlated with knowledge gain; however, since the search sessions
were very short (5 minutes in total) it remains to be seen whether
those �ndings hold in more common longer search sessions.

What is common in the prior studies we described above, e.g., [1,
12, 16, 31], is the use of a single pre-test and post-test setup to
measure learning (and in turn to quantify the learning gain). This is
in contrast to our study, where we are interested not just in the �nal
learning outcome at the end of the search session, but also when
the learning during the search session takes place. Lastly, we point
to the recent work by Liu et al. [17] which has a similar goal to
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our work: here, mind-maps which searchers created during search
sessions were analyzed and manually evaluated for their evolution
over time to make statements about the change of knowledge.

3 STUDY
Overview. Our user study is inspired by the setup of Moraes

et al. [20]1: we make use of the same open-source search system
SearchX [22] (which provides quality control features for crowd-
sourcing experiments and �ne-grained search logs) and adapt it
slightly to enable the use of intermediate tests during the search
session. The �ow of our study is shown in Figure 1: at the start
of the study we conduct a pre-test to determine our participants
knowledge levels prior to the search session. Participants have to an-
swer ten vocabulary knowledge questions on two randomly picked
topics (out of ten available); as a sanity check we include questions
on a third topic (sports) that we expect reasonable participants to
demonstrate high knowledge levels on; participants that do not are
rejected from our study. The topic they know the least about is then
chosen as the topic to learn more about during the search session.
We require participants to search the web—facilitated by the Bing
API, one of SearchX’s backends—for at least twenty minutes (a
timer on the interface helps participants to keep track of time) as
this has been shown [10, 14, 20] to be a reasonable time for people to
gain some knowledge. During the search session, participants can
view, read and bookmark documents. At regular intervals—every
�ve minutes—the participants are “interrupted” in their search ses-
sion and asked the same vocabulary knowledge questions as in
the pre-test. Participants can score their vocabulary knowledge on
a scale from 1 to 4 (see below for details); during the intermedi-
ate tests we omit vocabulary items that have been self-assessed
as “4” in either the pre-test or any of the preceding intermediate
tests. This means that at most 10 questions have to be answered
in each intermediate test. As we are interested in the participants’
knowledge gain over time, we are constrained by the fact that we
need to ask the participants about the same set of vocabulary terms
repeatedly. In the post-test, we ask our participants one last time
about their knowledge on the ten vocabulary items. In addition, we
ask them to write a summary (100 words minimum) about the topic
assigned to them. Overall, thus every study participant completes
�ve knowledge tests. We note here that the knowledge tests require
understanding, but no application or synthesis (i.e. higher-level
cognitive processes of learning [15]) of the materials. This is in line
with prior works in this area due to the limited amount of search
time study participants have.

Topics. We employ the same ten learning tasks as Moraes et al.
[20], which are based on introductory material of Bachelor-level
Massive Open Online Courses on a variety of subject areas and ask
each participant to use our search engine to learn more about a
particular topic such as qubit or radioactive decay (cf. Table 1 for
the full list of topics). The task descriptions2 encourage participants
to explore multiple aspects of the topic. For each topic, a list of 10
1More speci�cally, our study setup follows closely the search only condition of Moraes
et al. [20].
2As an example, the task description for qubit is: Imagine you are taking an introductory
Computer Science course this term. For your term paper, you have decided to write about
a topic where computer science meets physics: quantum information. You also would like
to learn about the di�erence between a classical bit and a quantum bit (a so-called qubit)."
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Figure 1: Overview of our user study setup.

vocabulary items are available that were determined in [20] to be
very relevant to the topic3.

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale. In order to evaluate the knowledge
gain of our participants we ask them to self-assess their knowledge
on those vocabulary items according to the vocabulary knowledge
scale (VKS) [29] across four levels:

(1) I don’t remember having seen this term/phase before.
(2) I have seen this term/phrase before, but I don’t think I know

what it means.
(3) I have seen this term/phrase before and I think it means ...
(4) I know this term/phrase. It means ...
A self-assessment of (3) or (4) requires participants to write down

a de�nition of the term in their own words. In order to compute
the learning gain, we rescore those self-assesments: we assign a
score of 0 to knowledge levels (1) and (2). Since level (3) indicates
uncertainty regarding the meaning of the term, we assign it a score
of 1. Choosing level (4) indicates the participant is con�dent in
the de�nition and we assign it a score of 2. This scoring scheme is
equivalent to the �ne-grained setup of [20].

Table 1: Overview of the topic distribution, average number
of queries per topic (AQ) and average number of bookmarks
per topic (AB) among the N=64 study participants (SP).
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Measuring the Learning Gain. Similar to [8, 20, 25–27], we use
realized potential learning (RPL) as our learning gain metric. RPL
normalizes the absolute learning gains (ALG) measured in terms
of the number of new vocabulary terms learnt by the maximum
possible learning potential (in our case this is 2.0 as we rescored the
3For example, for the qubit topic we have terms such as ket and quantum cryptography
in our vocabulary list



self-assessments) for each unknown vocabulary term. We compute
RPL each test stagewith respect to the pre-test vocabulary assessment:

ALG =
1
n

n’
i=1

max(0,�ksX (�i ) ��ks

pre (�i )) (1)

MLG =
1
n

n’
i=1

2 ��ks

pre (�i ) (2)

RPL =
ALG

MLG

(3)

where �ksX (�i ) is the rescored self-assessment of vocabulary item
�i (i.e. either 0, 1 or 2). X is either one of the intermediate tests or
the post-test and n is the number of evaluated vocabulary items.

Search Behaviour Metrics. Based on prior research [7, 10, 31] we
extract six di�erent search features from our search logs for each
search period (i.e., the period between two tests): (i) the number of
queries a participant formulates; (ii) the number of search result
page clicks a participantmakes; (iii) thenumber of bookmarks a
participant makes; (iv) the number of documents a participant
views; (v) the average document dwell time, i.e., the average
time in seconds a participant spends reading the viewed documents;
and (vi) the average number of unique domains on each SERP.

Study Participants. We conducted our study on the Proli�c Aca-
demic platform4 across three days. In order to ensure responses of
high quality, we required our participants to have at least 15 previ-
ous submissions, an approval rate of 90+% and be native English
speakers. The study took about an hour to complete and we paid
£6. Seventy three participants completed our study; we rejected
nine participants because they did not comply with our rules, most
importantly that at most three browser tab changes are allowed
and participants need to be actively using our system. Not all topics
had the same number of participants, while water quality chem-
istry and glycolysis were assigned to 10+ participants each, religions
and depression were assigned to three participants each as seen
in Table 1. The table also contains the average number of queries
per topic (between between 5 and 12) and the average number of
bookmarks (between 3 and 8), showing that our study participants
actively engaged in the search session.

Self-assessment Quality. In order to determine the quality of the
vocabulary knowledge self-assessments, we sampled 100 de�nitions
written by our participants (50 for knowledge level (3) and (4)
respectively). Two annotators labelled them as correct, partially
correct5 and incorrect6. We �nd that 74% of the de�nitions self-
assessed as level (4) were correct and 16% partially correct. For
self-assessed knowledge level (3), 68% of the de�nitions are correct
and 24% partially correct. Based on these numbers, we consider the
self-assessment to be largely reliable and we thus report RPL based
on the self-assessed vocabulary knowledge levels.

4https://www.proli�c.co/
5Partially correct: citric acid cycle (Glycolsis topic) describes as ‘chemical reaction’
6Incorrect: conjugate transpose (Qubit topic) described as ‘The smallest possible unit of
quantum information’.

Figure 2: Overview of the knowledge gain (measured in RPL)
at di�erent stages of the search. The plot shows the mean
RPL at each stage together with the standard error for the
two types of participants. RPL is always measured in rela-
tion to the pre-test. T1 measures the RPL between the �rst
intermediate test and the pre-test, T4 measures the RPL be-
tween the post-test and the fourth search period.

4 RESULTS
Learning Gains and Search Behaviour over Time. To answer our

research question, we investigate how our participants’ learning
gains change over time. To do so, we compute RPL for each partici-
pant in the four test stages; note that RPL is always computed with
respect to the pre-test. We �nd that, on average across all partici-
pants, the increase in RPL slows down as we move along the test
stages: 55.5%, 38.5%, and 23.0%, of increase in test stage 1 to 2, 2 to
3, and 3 to 4, respectively—the increase is sub-linear. However, the
picture becomes more di�erentiated as we distinguish two types
of participants: those without prior topical knowledge (de�ned as
participants who answered less than three questions correctly in
the pre-test, N = 53) and those with some prior topical knowledge
(de�ned as those with at least three correctly answered questions
in the pre-test, N = 11). Plotting the development of RPL over the
test stages, as done in Figure 2 shows that participants with some
prior knowledge have higher learning gains towards the end of the
search session (and lower relative gains at the start), in contrast to
participants with no/little prior knowledge whose learning gains
become less as the search session progresses.

In Figure 3 we plot the participants’ search behaviours along
the six dimensions listed in §3; we compute those behaviours in-
dividually for each search period preceding a test stage. We �nd
participants with higher pre-test scores issue more queries at the
beginning of the search session, spend more time reading docu-
ments and look at documents frommore di�erent domains than our
participants with little prior knowledge, in line with the �ndings
reported in [10]. In contrast, participants with little prior knowl-
edge spend more time on the SERP. Among the search behaviours,
we only observe a clear downward trend for the average document
dwell time: as we move through the tests, participants spend less
and less time on individual documents. Based on these �ndings we
argue that we should not only consider the knowledge before and
after a search period, but also incorporate the fact in our models
that the knowledge state changes are not constant over time.

https://www.prolific.co/


Figure 3: Overview of di�erent search behaviours observed during the search period preceding each test stage.

Learning Gain Proxies. Lastly, as a validation of our study with
respect to previous works, we use our six behavioural metrics as
input to a predictive model that outputs the predicted knowledge
gain using cross-validation. Due to our four test stages, we have
256 data points in total. Here, we consider the test stage itself to
be a feature as well since it indicates how far a participant has
reached in the search journey and consequently topic expertise. We
train a random forest regression model [3]7 to predict knowledge
gain in terms of RPL. This type of model has been shown to be
highly e�ective for a wide range of tasks [11]. We use nested 5-
fold cross-validation on the 256 data points for �nding the optimal
hyperparameters and evaluate the performance usingmean squared
error. The optimal hyperparameters are 500 trees with a maximum
depth of 5. The prediction error is 0.013, which is reasonably small
compared with RPL that ranges from 0 to 1 (mean of 0.196 across all
256 data points). Using the same hyperparameters, we then retrain
the model using the entire dataset to estimate the contribution of
each feature to the prediction.

The results are shown in Figure 4, where feature importance
is de�ned as the average total decrease in node impurity as con-
tributed by each feature towards the classi�cation result with each
feature value ranging from 0 to 1 and summing up to 1. The results
corroborate our �ndings regarding study participants—the number
of queries and document dwell time are the two most important
features of the model.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we investigated when learning occurs during search
sessions with a learning-oriented information need based on a user
study with 64 participants that regularly received prompts during
a 20 minute search session in order to test their knowledge. We

7We used the implementation provided by scikit-learn v0.21.3.
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Figure 4: Overview of the feature importance of random for-
est regressor model. Higher values mean higher importance
for a feature computed using node impurity.

found that participants with little to no prior knowledge on a topic
experienced sub-linear learning gains over the course of their search
session, while participants with some prior knowledge experienced
the largest learning gain towards the end of their search session.

In future work we will investigate whether a similar result can
be observed for cognitively more demanding tasks (i.e. analysis
and synthesis instead of recalling and understanding) and to what
extent we can promote earlier learning by adaptively changing the
search system interface (inspired by Diriye et al. [9]), depending
on the amount of learning that is taking place.
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